Directions to Center for Functional and Molecular Imaging (CFMI)

Facts for your visit:

A few things to know about The Center for Functional and Molecular Imaging (CFMI):

- People often have trouble finding us, so please don’t hesitate to give us a call- (202) 687-3592. We are always more than happy to have somebody come and meet you outside!
- We are located on the lower level (which is underground) therefore your cell phone will not work once you are inside the building.

Address to the CFMI:
Center for Functional and Molecular Imaging
Georgetown University Medical Center (GUMC)
3900 Reservoir Rd. N.W.
Preclinical Science Building, LM 14
Washington, DC 20057

Directions:
From South: Follow I-95 North (a.k.a. I-395 North). Take the exit towards Memorial Bridge. When the road divides follow the signs to the Key Bridge. **Get into the left lane when you cross the Key Bridge and make a left at the light.** This will be Canal Street. **Get into the right lane, and when the road divides follow it to the right** (Do NOT turn right at the first opportunity – this is a back entrance onto the Georgetown University campus). The road is now Foxhall. Stay to the right and **turn right onto Reservoir Road.** The Medical Center will be on your right and the parking garage is located at Entrance 2.

From Maryland: Follow the Outer loop of I-495 towards Virginia. From the Beltway take **Exit 40 East bound (sign posted Cabin John Parkway / Glen Echo).** This places you on Clara Barton Parkway. Take Clara Barton all the way into DC (where it becomes Canal Road) until you come to the traffic light at Arizona Road (there is an old bridge crossing overhead). Turn **left onto Arizona Road and then right on MacArthur Boulevard.** The road will eventually divide: **bear left onto Reservoir Road.** Reservoir goes up a hill, you cross Foxhall Road,
then go down the hill and the medical center will be on your right. The parking garage is located at Entrance 2.

**From Virginia (West):** Take I-66 East (towards Washington). Take exit 73 to Rosslyn. Stay in the left hand lane and **go through 2 lights, at the 3rd light make a left** and cross over the Key Bridge (remain in left hand lane). At the end of the bridge, make a **left onto Canal Street**, and stay in the right lane. **When the road divides follow it to the right** (Do NOT turn right at the first opportunity – this is a back entrance onto the Georgetown University campus). The road is now Foxhall. Stay to the right and **turn right onto Reservoir Road**. The Medical Center will be on your right and the parking garage is located at Entrance 2.

**From CNMC, NRH, and Washington Hospital Center:** Take Michigan Ave or Irving St east to Columbia Rd NW. Follow Columbia Rd to Adams Mill Rd about 1.4 miles (there is a Starbucks at this intersection across the street). Take a Right onto Adams Mill Rd. Within 100 feet there is another stop light take the left lane towards Connecticut Ave. At this point Adams Mill Rd becomes Calvert St. Stay in the right-hand lane on Calvert after Connecticut Ave. At the 2nd light after Connecticut Ave stay in the left lane where the road bends slightly to the right (DO NOT turn right though) and Calvert St becomes Cleveland Ave. Turn left at the next light onto Garfield St NW. At the 3rd light turn left onto Wisconsin Ave. Stay on Wisconsin Ave and turn right onto Reservoir Rd. about 0.7 mi. The Medical Center will be on your left and the parking garage is located at Entrance 2.

**From American University (AU):** There are 2 ways to get to CFMI from AU. **First route:** Take a numbered street and head south until you get Massachusetts Ave where you will turn right. From Mass Ave turn right onto Nebraska Ave followed by a left onto Foxhall Rd. Then left onto Reservoir Rd (~1.5 mi).

**Second route:** take a non-numbered street and head east followed by a right turn onto Wisconsin Ave. Stay on Wisconsin Ave for about 2.8 mi and turn right onto Reservoir Rd.

**Parking:**
You can park in the parking garage located at Entrance 2 off of Reservoir Rd. After pulling into Entrance 2, the parking garage is located directly to your left. There is also metered street parking available on Reservoir Rd as well as 38th & 39th Streets. The meters cost $2/hr and take change or credit card (allow for 5-10 minutes as the credit card payment is done over the phone). The parking garage is very expensive at $25 for the first hour.
Please note that parking in the metered slots on Reservoir Rd are not permitted until after 9:30am on the side of the street closest to the hospital and the GUMC campus. Also, parking is not permitted after 4:00pm on the side of Reservoir Rd opposite the hospital. These time restrictions on Reservoir Rd are strictly enforced and violation could result in a $50 ticket and in some cases cars have been towed.

Directions to CFMI from the Entrance 3:
Take the steps next to the parking garage at Entrance 3 up and at the top take an immediate left. Walk past the fountain/pond and turn right to head towards the open area with a large lawn. As you approach the lawn you will notice the Basic Science Building on your right. Once you enter the main entrance of the Basic Science Building, you will see elevators on your right. Take the elevator down to the lower level (LL). When you exit the elevator you will be in the Preclinical Science Building. Turn right out of the elevator and you will find the Center for Functional and Molecular Imaging at the 2nd door on your right, Suite LM 14. Please ring the doorbell to the left of the door and someone will let you enter.

Directions to CFMI from the Entrance 2 Parking Garage:
To get to CFMI from the parking garage, follow the map to the Basic Science Building (#26 on the map) by walking north on Reservoir Road to Entrance 3. Take the steps next to the parking garage at Entrance 3 up and at the top take an immediate left. Walk past the fountain/pond and turn right to head towards the open area with a large lawn. As you approach the lawn you will notice the Basic Science Building on your right. Once you enter the main entrance of the Basic Science Building, you will see elevators on your right. Take the elevator down to the lower level (LL). When you exit the elevator you will be in the Preclinical Science Building. Turn right out of the elevator and you will find the Center for Functional and Molecular Imaging at the 2nd door on your right, Suite LM 14. Please ring the doorbell to the left of the door and someone will let you enter.

Directions to CFMI from the Leavey Center Parking Garage:
To get to CFMI from the Leavey Center parking garage, walk toward the Lombardi Cancer Center. Right before the Lombardi Cancer Center entrance take the path with 3 short steps on your left. Walk past the pond and at the end of the path you will see a set of outdoor stairs. Take the entrance right next to these stairs to enter the Preclinical Science Building. Head straight down this hallway and at
the end turn left. Near the end of this hallway after the bookstore, library, and little coffee shop there will be a set of elevators. Take the elevator down to the lower level (LL). When you exit the elevator turn right elevator and you will find the Center for Functional and Molecular Imaging at the 2nd door on your right, Suite LM 14. Please ring the doorbell to the left of the door and someone will let you enter.